RESIDENTIAL
RENAISSANCE

PROFESSIONAL ELDERLY
CARE WITH PEACE OF MIND

Turfcote Care & Nursing Home have
been awarded ‘Good’ after their
inspection by the CQC. Here our
editor Denise Heckingbottom talks
to Turfcote owner and proprietor
Jim Page about their excellent care
services.
Bristol and his new Great Grandson.
Of course not all have such choice or time
and some are referred to Turfcote direct from
Hospital after undergoing major surgery
(maybe due to a fall at home). Albert is one
such patient. Albert was initially
apprehensive on admission but pleasantly
surprised when during his first week he
recognised Jack.
Jack and Albert had worked together in
Manchester many years ago and had had a
good relationship but when the firm closed
down they had gone their separate ways.
Even though they both had lived at either
end of the Valley all their lives they had
never met up again until Turfcote. They
have since reunited their friendship and
despite the invitations from our activities
coordinator to join her, they prefer to
'supervise' any maintenance that is going on
around Turfcote. They were delighted last
week to watch the rebuilding of damage to
our Garden dry stone wall.... a job that they
continued to refer to as a 'dying art'.
Jack and Albert were both ex engineers
and practical men at Home so my
maintenance team are a constant supply of
entertainment.

“

CARE AT TURFCOTE IS
MORE AFFORDABLE THAN
MANY PEOPLE EXPECT AND I
AM SURPRISED BY THE
REACTION WHEN RELATIVES
ARE INFORMED OF
OUR FEES

“

I

t's been a while since I spoke with
Turfcote. Jim Page has kindly agreed to
give me a few moments more of his time.
My dear readers so many negative stories
surround the care sector that it is
refreshing to be able to report some positive
news here at Turfcote;
I understand from staff that you have
received an Inspection by CQC and that
you have been awarded GOOD you must
be very pleased?
Yes thank you, but it is very much a team
effort and the Team deserve the praise. We
are always looking for caring staff who can
make a contribution to the Team.
So how do you become a resident at
Turfcote?
There are many different ways and much is
based on family dynamics; a couple of
scenarios might be more interesting than the
usual instruction manual type advice: Jack's
daughter and her husband used to be keen
caravaner's, but had not taken a holiday for
over three years. Jack's granddaughter had
just had a Grandson. Like all modern life
Granddaughter had moved away and now
lives near Bristol.
Jack had carer's at home 3 times per day
but Jack's daughter was on call at all other
times and his needs were increasing,
especially over night.
They had discussed the situation as a
family and Jack had decided that the best
thing for all was for him to come in to
Turfcote. It was a slow process and the pace
was dictated by Jack. This choice element is
important as any emergency situation tends
to remove many of the choices available; for
example when you are in a Hospital bed
being told you have seen your Home for the
last time, there is little time to make an
informed choice.
The happy outcome in Jack's case is that
his daughter and son in law have resumed
caravanning with a tour which includes a
visit to see the new grandson; and Jack keeps
in touch with the aid of Whatsapp.
Technology allowed his first live view of
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This appears to be a positive outcome for
residents?
It is also a positive outcome for the wider
families too. This is not just about the
individuals but the impact on the wider
family. Both families visit at all times and
treat Turfcote as they would their father's
own home. They 'pop in' with bits and pieces
after their own shopping trips just as they
would have happen when Dad was at home.
There are plenty of lounges to use.
The loneliness suffered at Home that has
been recently highlighted in the press is very
much a consequence of ageing and the
inability to get out and meet others, so living
at Turfcote can bring some benefits; of
course there is always the privacy of their
own rooms should they feel the need for
some quiet reflection.
Both families have wider responsibilities
and can now enjoy their own free time
reassured that their loved ones have
someone close by. We must remember that
many supporting family members are retired
in their own right and deserve some free
time before they too suffer their own
misfortunes of life. In fact in Albert's case his
support broke down after his daughter
received her own personal diagnosis.
I have been doing some research before I
approached you this time and I am
shocked by the proposed shortfall of beds
that will be required to meet the future
care needs of the elderly.
Additional pressures are coming from the
fact that any new developments are being
directed into certain wealthy areas of the
Country and are not evenly spread; this
skewed development could bring its own
pressures for the North West. There are
other initiatives which are designed to
alleviate these issues. The Dept of Health
has now taken on the responsibility of Social
Care. East Lancashire and South Cumbria
are to become a shadow Accountable Care
Organisation.
So much work by our local representatives
deserve more recognition.

Nursing homes are not seen as
innovative or fast paced yet there is an
excitement at Turfcote
We have recently made changes to our
operating procedures and working smarter is
now being encouraged and supported, and
the training above is just one example. We
are also now seeing other Vanguard ideas
from around the country being introduced.
In our general lives we are seeing many
innovative changes; some we may have
welcomed more than others, we must spread
these innovations to improve our services,
we must reduce duplication/ unnecessary
paperwork/ use the apps for beneficial
support and guidance not just for 'playing
games'.
Telemedicine is spreading its support
everyday into people's homes supporting
them to remain longer in their place of
choice. The system has much wider uses and
has only just begun to make an impact. It
makes so much more sense to have a
specialist nurses at the end of Skype
interview where they are able to give
reassurance and support to many more
patients than simply spending their valuable
time travelling on increasingly congested
roads, resulting in improved service delivery,
not to mention the Carbon footprint! Others
have described the challenge of these
changes as ‘redesigning the aeroplane in
flight’ – making significant changes to the
configuration of local health and care
systems, all the while sustaining existing
services in a difficult environment, with
limited spare cash and growing service
pressures.
A concern which must be on everyone’s
mind is the cost of care;
Yes I am very aware that good care costs
more than the Authorities are currently able
to support but care at Turfcote is more
affordable than many people expect and I am
surprised by the reaction when relatives are
informed of our fees. Turfcote appears to be
very competitive given the standards and
service available. The fee structure and
available funding is a very complex issue and
only basic information can be given in any
article of this length. I would urge any
concerned relative to begin their research

early and the internet is the obvious place to
begin. There are some very good websites
which shed some light onto the available
funding for both funded and self funding
clients. Each client has very different needs
and circumstances.
When the time comes for admission to any
Care Home, there will be enough anxieties
to face without navigating the complex
issues of financing that care. Of course not
all patients have to fund their own care as
they can qualify for ‘fully funded care
packages’ but once again we enter a very
complex issue.
Can I urge everyone to begin to discuss this
issue with both family and close friends
where details can be discussed and
experiences shared. I repeat this is a very
complex issue and is very rarely
comprehensive covered by the media.
I often get into discussions with relatives
about this and have wondered about holding
an open evening but the subject can involve
very personal details and does not easily fit
into open meetings.
Given the many issues confronting Care,
where does the future lie for Nursing
Homes?
One very significant issue is those patients
who need longer periods of hospital
treatment cannot progress from A & E.
Often those with less acute needs see
dependency rise rapidly whilst caught in the
system.
Commissioners, both NHS and Local
Authority Social Services Departments
(LASSDs), must move those who no longer
need hospital care into a more suitable and
less expensive environment. Clearly there is
a cash squeeze but constructive and
proactive engagement with capacity holders,
such as Turfcote, could work to alleviate the
pressure and increase availability for patients
coming in at the beginning of the
journey. Serious and sensible negotiations
could, relatively quickly unlock a lot of the
pressure.
Last words?
This complex system with multiple
stakeholders is a recipe for disaster; if the use
of Community based services were truly
integrated (including care homes), then the

pressures felt at A & E would be reduced
and they could return to a 'normality' where
Hospitals treat those in need of hospital care,
rather than having little option but to admit.
The capacity is out there and there is no
lack of power in legislation to make this
work.
The problem is the inertia created by a lack
of time to think a little outside the box and
take steps which achieve results and improve
patient care. This will not solve all the
problems but could be a substantial start.
We are all getting older and we need to be
kept abreast of developments and I think we
have an interesting insight through our
contacts at Turfcote.

Turfcote is easily accessible at the end of the
M66/A56 bypass and only 10 minutes from
the Royal Blackburn Hospital and J5 M65.
Neighbouring landmarks and points of
reference are Musbury Fabrics and Winfields.

Turfcote Care & Nursing Home, Helmshore Road, Haslingden, Rossendale, BB4 4DP. Tel: 01706 229735.
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